
Chacewater School – LEAP Into Learning – Summer 2 – Red Oaks
HISTORY – How did the Ancient Greeks influence our world today?

What I might already know: ? Greece is in Europe. The Roman Empire impacted Britain. Links to Ancient Egypt chronology.

KEY QUESTIONS:Key Vocabulary:
• Ancient
• Civilisation
• Government  
• Democracy 
• Artefact 
• Olympics 
• Architecture
• columns
• legacy

When and 
where was. 

ancient 
Greece?

What do 
artefacts tell us 

about life in 
ancient Greece?

How were the 
ancient Greeks 

governed? 

How did the ancient 
Greeks influence 

architecture?

What is the 
difference between 
ancient and modern 

Olympics?

How did the ancient 
Greeks change the 

way we think?

WHERE?
The ancient Greeks lived in mainland Greece, the 
Greek Islands and countries surrounding the 
Mediterranean sea such as Italy and Turkey.  

HOW DID ANCIENT GREEKS INFLUENCE THE 
WORLD TODAY?

• The Greeks were great thinkers, writers, 
actors, athletes, artists, architects and 
politicians.

• The ancient Greeks developed new ideas for 
government, science, art, philosophy and 
religion. 

• The Greeks sailed the seas to find new lands 
and took their ideas with them. They started 
a way of life that is similar to the one we 
have today. 

• The Romans respected the Greek way of life 
and when they took over, they carried Greek 
ideas to even more countries, including to 
Britain.

WHEN? 1000 - 338 BC (before Christ)
 2500 years ago, Ancient Greece was one of the 
most important places in the ancient world.

WHAT DID THE ANCIENT GREEKS DO?
- Democracy started in ancient Greece
- The Greeks began the Olympic games in Olympia
- Ancient Greek thinkers made many great discoveries 
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HISTORY ANCIENT GREEKS - End of unit assessment 

vocabulary
• Greece

• Islands

• ancient

• modern

• civilisation

• government  

• democracy
• voting 
• olympics
• athletes
• Olympia 
• columns 
• architecture 
• alphabet
• philosophers
• influence
•  legacy

What have you learnt about ancient Greece?

How did the Ancient Greeks influence our world today?

Where did the ancient Greeks live?

What else have you learnt about the Ancient Greeks?

What was it like in Ancient Greece?

Legacy Significance


